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E. SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS. 

Q1. Differentiate between header and footer. 

A1. The header is a section that appears in the top margin of a page, while the 

footer is a section that appears in the bottom margin of a page in a document. 

Headers are used to give additional information, document name or chapter 

name. Footers are used to provide information about page number. Text entered 

in the header or footer will appear on each page of the document 

 

Q2. What is an indentation? 

A2. The indentation is the empty space between the text and margins. We can set 

the indent left and/ or right of the text. 

 

Q3. What are page margins? 

A3. A page margin is the space between the text and the edge of our document. 

By default, a new documents margin are set to normal, which means it has a 1 inch 

space between the text and each edge. Depending on our needs word allows us to 

change your documents margin size. 

 

 

 

 

 



F. LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTION. 

Q1. How do you insert date and time in header and footer area? 

A1. To set date or time follow the steps given below:- 

i. Double click on the header or footer area. Place the cursor where we want to 

insert the date or time.  

ii. Click on the date and time command in the insert tab of the text group. The 

date and time dialogue box will appear.  

iii. Select a date and time format that we require.  

iv. Click on close header and footer in the closed group of the design tab. 

 

 

Q3. How can you apply text formatting from one section to another? 

A3. We can use format painter tool which is used to copy and applied text 

formatting from one selection to another. To use format painter follow the steps 

given below. 

i. Select the text or graphic whose formatting we want to copy.  

ii. Click on the format painter button of the clipboard group of the home tab.  

iii. The pointer changes into a brush shape. Now apply the copied format by 

dragging the brush over the desired text.  

iv. The formatting attributes of the previous text will be applied to this selected 

text. 


